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It’s been 17 months since I started at GUW. When I walked into 1 Lafayette Court two days before my 
start date to show my wife my new office, the basement was flooded and pipes were frozen. When I 
walked into 500 WPA two days after we moved in to show my wife my new office, it was raining in 
Jeremy’s office and the ceiling tiles were collapsed into mush on his desk and computer from a leak in 
the brand-new HVAC system. Moral of the story: DO NOT BRING YOUR WIFE TO WORK!  
 
 

• Completed office move process  

• Concluded Community Investment Process Extension (letters sent to agencies and checks cut 
totaling $296,500).  

• Joanne Delone (current GJrUW Program Coordinator) is helping us with CPC, CIPTF, CIP, YPC, 
CEO Roundtable. She will work 18 hours per week. Email is jdelone@greenwichunitedway.org     

• Joined and attended Greenwich Prevention Council (Chief Heavey and Alan Barry, Co-Chairs), we 
met to address a Needs Assessment finding (drug and alcohol use in Greenwich).  

• Joined and attended Results Based Accountability Initiative – Meeting led by AB member Dr. 
Alan Barry – the goal of RBA is to develop an improved system approach for directing services, 
assessing the success of programs and determining the appropriate resources for achieving 
results with low income and high at risk Greenwich population by a disciplined approach to 
improve lives of children and families and improving the performance of programs. Several non-
profits are part of this task force.  

• Weekly marketing meetings held with Sarah Bamford to continue to develop strategies to raise 
GUW awareness / funding. 

• Joined and attended Youth Services Bureau Advisory Board (First Selectman’s Committee, 
Chaired by Jenny Byxbee.) Asked by Peter Tesei to serve on this committee. Meets regularly for 
planning, evaluation, coordination, and implementation of a network of resources and 
opportunities for children, youth, and their families.  

• Thank you to all who are participating in the Meal Train to help Caroline Smit get through this 
difficult time.  And a special thank you to Joui Hessel for organizing it.  
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